Transportation & Logistics Fleet Management

The Transportation & Logistics industry faces daily challenges of keeping their drivers safe and shipments secure. Trinetra offers fleet management solutions specifically targeting the Transport & Logistics industry. With our comprehensive, web-based reporting and route planning, you can save on your fleet’s operating costs.

Trinetra’s capabilities in the Transportation & Logistics industry are proven to provide competitive advantage for organizations that operate in remote and rugged regions of the world.

Solution Offerings

- Realtime tracking of time sensitive deliveries
- Monitor events like idle time, harsh braking & much more
- Vehicle violation alarms
- Accurate dispatch information using Mobile Data Terminal
- On the fly task allocation using Mobile Data Terminal
- Construction of route plans
- Identify and overcome logistical inefficiencies
- Panic button to alert the fleet manager during emergencies
- Real time notification alerts through email and SMS
- Replace unreliable drivers with more efficient drivers
- Manage fleet maintenance schedules efficiently
- Intelligent reports on fleet utilization and much more
- Delivery of goods at the right time

Key Benefits

- Increased competitive advantage
- Enhanced customer services
- Effective fleet management
- Increased productivity
- Decreased overtime
- Reduced overhead costs
- Extended vehicle life

Call Us for More Info

+971-50-1885785 (for UAE & GCC regions)
+1-888-353-1725 (for Canada region)
+91-422-3192939 (for all other regions)

info@trinetrawireless.com
Trinetra Wireless is an innovative technology company with proven domain expertise, an advanced hardware design centre in Canada, a world-class embedded engineering and software development centre in India.

With local presence in 8+ global locations, we also work in partnership with channel partners and system integrators worldwide to provide quality solutions to our clients.

Web: www.trinetrawireless.com
Email: info@trinetrawireless.com
Toll Free: +1 888 353 1725 (for CA)

Trinetra offers comprehensive solutions for your business challenges in Vehicle Tracking and Fleet Management by integrating all 3 core elements of AVL solutions namely Location, Tracking & Security.

**Trinetra** is an award winning product that uses industry leading web technologies and cutting-edge hardware design to bring you the highest quality of GPS Vehicle Tracking and Fleet Management Solutions.

### Key Features
- Vehicle Tracking
- Digital Mapping
- Graphical Dashboard
- Extensive Reports
- Fleet Maintenance
- Driver Management
- Route Optimization
- Notification & Alerts
- Temperature Sensing
- Mobile Data Terminal
- RFID Integration
- Enhanced Security

### Unique Advantages
- Integrated GPS Hardware & Software
- Fully Hosted Cloud Computing Solution
- Real Time Position Information
- Sensor Integration
- Geozones & Custom Landmarks
- Proprietary Protocol
- Multilingual Support
- Multi Map Support

### How It Works?
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